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ABSTRACT

The purpose surrounding the basis of this research paper are

to try and identify possible reasons for companies to adopt
Financial

Accounting

requirement

time and

Board

Statement

prior

These

length allocated for the project.
that

106, would

be examined

indus try,

availability

only

one

Statement

in depth,

would

of

to

the

The scope limitation of the paper were the

date.

determined

food

Standard

be

be

and that

examined.

documents,

would

and

explored,

only

Other

one

Statement

industry,

limitations

capability

of

factors

were

the

the

understanding

information.
Research

methods

reports which
data necessary

used

comprised

were

examination

of

companies

the part of the literature

for examining

companies

which

annual

review,

adopted

the

Statement

106. Many articles on the adoption of past FASB Statement were
used in obtaining an understanding of how companies may have
decided

on early adoption of other Statements besides

Statement

106.
Major

findings

included

such

theory and the smoothing technique.

theories

as

the

"big bath"

It was found that out of the

10 companies surveyed in the food industry, 7 companies have
adopted

Statement

106

early.

For one company the adoption did

not effect the financial position of the company, while for
others the magnitude of the cumulative effect of accounting
change was significant.

Early Adoption Of
Financial Accounting Standard Board's Statements

Introduction

In today's

change.

business

world,

one thing

that is constant

is

New products, markets, and competitors are forever being

born and dying.

Government regulated bodies set laws as well as

abolish

The Financial

others.

Accounting

Standards

Board

(FASB)

regulates the manner in which companies account for funds, and
the way in which companies report their financial statements.
December

1990,

Accounting
statement

the FASB

issued

for Postretirement
requires

companies

Statement
Benefits

In

106: Employers'
Other

to estimate

than Pensions.

future

medical

The

expenses,

and incur the cost as a liability instead of treating
postretirement

benefits on the pay-as-you-go method.

While most

companies agree that the recognition of the postretirement
is necessary,
an element

they

feel that recognition

to be reconsidered

20 to 30 years

costs

early

is

(Fox, 58).

The Financial Accounting Standards Board is an independent
body whose primary function is the development of generally
accepted accounting principles

(GAAP).

The Board consists of

seven full-time members who are assisted by a large research
staff and an advisory council.

Before a statement is issued, the

statements are exposed to the public for comment, and public
hearings are often held.
vote

from

4-to-3,

Recently, the FASB changed the passing

to 5-to 2 for a statement

issuance.

This

decision

has met different

views.

Some feel that

the higher

vote

will insure a high degree of acceptance, while others feel it
will only slow down an already slow process

57)

(Mead, 54 and Heath,

.

The objectives of the FASB are described in its mission
statement:

"1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To be objective in its decision-making and to
ensure, insofar as possible, the neutrality of
information resulting from its standards;
To weigh carefully the views of its constituents
in developing concepts and standards;
To promulgate standards only when expected
benefits exceed perceived costs;
To bring about needed changes in ways that
minimize disruption to the continuity of reporting
practice; and
To review the effects of past decisions"
(Mead, 52).

The rest of this paper will entail a literature review
including Statement No.8:

Foreign Currency, Statement No. 52:

Foreign Currency Translation, Statement No. 87:
Statement

No.

109:

Accounting

for Income

Taxes.

Pensions, and
The reason

for

the literature review is to get a feel for how companies have
previously handled new accounting pronouncements,
possibilities

to explore the

of trends for adoption, and the possible reasons

for adopting the accounting statements early.
An in depth exploration into Statement 106's requirements
and the effects of early adoption are also addressed.

In line

with the the exploration of Statement 106 are the reasons for
early adoption by considering such reasons as the "big bath"
theory, smoothing effects, and debt to equity ratio, especially
companies in the food industry.
The aspects of the food industry, in particular, and its

3
The aspects of the food industry, in particular, and its
changes are discussed and taken into consideration.

Exploration

of the magnitude of the change from the cumulative effect of
accounting change on companies within the food industry, and the
statements effects on the financial position of the companies in
the food industry.

Finally, the paper discusses how two

companies dealt with the adoption of statement 106, and its
disclosure in their annual report.

Literature Review

Pinacial Accounting

Standard Board's statement No 8:

Accounting

for the Translation

of Foreign Currency Transactions and Foreign

CUrrency Financial Statements
Financial Accounting standards Board (FASB) 8 was issued in
1975,

1976.

and was required

to be adopted

by the end of fiscal

year

The statement required the use of the temporal method of

translation

with

regard

to currency

rates.

Previously,

companies

had been using "translation methods which reduced the financial
statement effects of fluctuating exchange rates and

as a

minimum, deferred some portion of translation gains or losses"
(Salatka,

37).

FASB

8 requires

rates when translating

companies

to use current

exchange

foreign debt, while previously, companies

used historical exchange rates. This makes a company's net income
more susceptible to fluctuations as exchange rates fluctuate in
the market

when

compared

to the us dollar.

FASB 8 also affected

4
balance sheet accounts through stabilizing the exchange rates.
There have been other statements on similar topics, but few
companies have adopted the statements early, indicating that it
was not in the best interest of the company to adopt early. Some
details to keep in mind when deciding when to adopt FASB 8, is
that multinational

corporations were expected to observe stock

price declines due to FASB 8, whether the company adopted the
statement early or not.
Multinational

companies adopting the statement early were

larger than non-adopting

companies.

Large firms were more

subject to political costs, which would decrease if the statement
was adopted early.

Larger companies were more capable of

cushioning the effects of translation adjustments on net income
because their income was larger and they had more diversified
ventures.
exposures.

Larger companies are also more likely to hedge foreign
Foreign exposures are a measure of political costs.

If foreign exposures increase political costs increase, as well
as negatively affecting manager's compensation,
ratios,

and funds

Management

available

compensation

interest coverage

for dividends.
plans

exhibited

greater

stock

price

declines due to FASB 8 than companies without management
compensation plans.

Early adopters had lower debt to equity

ratios or looser constraints on debt spending; late adopters had
higher debt ratios and experienced larger declines in stock
prices due to SFAS 8.

Early adopters also have lower interest

coverage ratios and lower working capital ratios.

Companies with

5
higher ratios show larger declines in stock prices, and tended to
be late adopters.

Companies with dividend payment restrictions

(or late adopters) experience greater stock price declines due to
FASB 8 than companies with few or no dividend payment
restrictions.
exhibit

Early adopters had a lower total company risk and

smaller

stock

Multinational

price

declines

due to FASB

8.

companies which were later adopters had large

increases in income variability and had larger stock price
declines

from adoption

of FASB 8.

Companies

with

large

amounts

of foreign business exhibited larger stock price declines than
companies with less foreign business.

pinancial Accounting

Standard Board's statement No. 52:

Poreign Currency Translation
FASB
issued
FASB

8.

52 was

FASB

issued

52 because

The main

in 1981 and supersedes
of the amount

concern

prompting

FASB

of problems
the issuance

8.

The FASB

associated
of statement

with
52

was that companies were having to record large translation gains
and losses due to the ever changing exchange rate of the us
dollar.

This had a large effect on net income, but did not seem

to reflect a company's true profitability.

FASB 52 changed the

requirement that translation differences would flow through net
income numbers.

When the dollar strengthens relative to the

other world currencies, the cost of sales and depreciation will
result in fewer dollars under FASB 52 compared to FASB 8; while
sales are translated at an average rate.

This will increase net
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income because expenses are translated to a lower value.

When

the dollar weakens relative to other world currencies, the costs
will translate into more US dollars and decrease net income.

In

1981, when the statement was issued, the former was more common.
With the cost of sales and the depreciation being lower, the net
income would be greater.

If the statement was adopted in 1981,

the company had to disclose the magnitude of the change, but if
the statement was adopted later the information was not required
to be disclosed.
It has been shown in a study done by Frances L. Ayres that,
companies choosing to adopt statement 52 at the earliest possible

date:
"1) had a lower percentage of stock owned by directors
and officers,
2) had smaller percentage earnings increases from the
previous year,
3) were smaller, and
4) were closer to debt and dividend constraints than
late adopters" (Ayers, 156).
The reason that a lower percentage of stock owned by
directors and officers results in early adoption of this
statement is because Dhaliwal et al. (1982) found that
"management controlled firms are more likely than owner
controlled firms to adopt accounting methods which increase
reported

earnings"

(Ayres,

146).

Income derived by management from a bonus plan is another
form of motivation
motivation

for the early adoption of statements.

The

induced by bonus plans is limited to an earnings

range, above or below that range will be less productive than

7
within the range.

If a company has a earnings level below the

ceiling limit, then it may prove to be beneficial for the company
to adopt FASB 52. Adoption of the statement could increase
earnings as long as the increase does not push earnings over the
ceiling limit, and decrease productivity.

This supports the

theory that companies that adopted FASB 52 early had a smaller
percentage growth in pre-adoption earnings than late adopters. In
relation to size of company, the relevance is in political costs.
Again, larger companies tend to early adopt income reducing
statements to keep political costs down.

Smaller companies are

not as concerned with political costs and favor adopting income
increasing statements, which would lead smaller companies to the
early

adoption

of FASB

The effects

52.

of adopting

FASB

52 could

have

altered

a

company's debt constraints and dividend payment abilities.

with

the adoption of FASB 52, a company's interest coverage ratio
would

be increased.

and Vigeland

According

to Bowen,

et. al

(1981)

and Daley

(1983) companies with lower interest coverage ratios

are more likely to default on debt covenants.

Because of this

concern, companies with lower interest coverage ratios will look
for ways to increase income, which could be accomplished by
adopting FASB 52.
pay-out

constraints

Adoption of SFAS 52 would relax the dividend
by having

more

income,

available to distribute among shareholders.

therefore

more money,

Early adopters of

SFAS 52 had higher ratios of dividends to unrestricted retained
earnings than late adopters.

8
statement
FASB

of Financial
87 was

issued

Accounting

standards

in December

1985,

No. 87: Pensions
and was

required

to be

adopted by companies with fiscal years beginning on or after
December 15, 1986.
and

strawser

According to an investigation done by Senteney

(1990), the

accounting

and definition

pension plan of FASB 87, had several variables

of benefit

to consider when

deciding whether to adopt the statement early.

The

statement

required that corporations disclose a liability for unfunded
pension benefits when the accumulated benefit obligation

(ABO)

is

greater than the pension plan assets to meet these benefits.

Since most companies have unfunded pension benefits, the
statement
of the

required

pension

the company

obligation.

to disclose
Early

a less favorable

adopters

of FASB

measure

87 had

their

pension plans funded to a greater extent, than non-adopters because
there was less of an additional

liability to recognize.

Debt

levels were greater for early adopters of this statement than for
non-adopters.

There was

also a

relationship, although not

significant, for early adopters of this statement for three
variables; ratio

of pre-SFAS 87 pension expense to

pre-tax

earnings, pension expense to pre-tax earnings, and size.
Early adopters were bevieved to have a higher ratio of pre-

SFAS

87 pension expense to

pre-tax earnings, although this

information is not comparable since corporations which did not
adopt the statement did not disclosed the necessary information.

For companies that adopted early, there was a larger pension
expense in the year prior to adoption so the ratio of pension

9

expense to pre-tax earnings would be greater.
size for early adopters is not equal to that of non-adopters:

larger

companies

generally

do

not

favor

income-increasing

accounting methods due to political costs.
Political costs are deemed necessary by larger companies for
the fear of new laws that increase taxes or result in even heavier
regulation.

Political

costs

consist

of items such as lobbying,

which only the larger companies would participate.

in

Larger firms

are in the public eye more, and some of the larger companies in an
industry are watched more closely by the government.

For example,

some companies, just by the very nature of the industry are subject

to heavy regulation by the government.

Banks,

utilities,

and

airlines often have lobbyists in Washington petitioning for or
against

new laws.

to Washington,

statement

Accounting

This process

costs money to send representatives

and to pay their high salaries.

of Financial

Accounting

Standards

No.

109:

for Income Taxes

statement 109 was issued in February of 1992, supersedes SFAS
96, and is effective

1992.

for fiscal

years

beginning

after

December

15,

The basic objective of FASB 109 is "the recognition of the

tax consequences

of a transaction

or an event in the same period

that the transaction

or event is recognized

financial

(Bartsch,

statements"

24).

statement

in the enterprise's
96 was based on the

liability approach to accounting for income taxes, and focused on
taxes payable or receivable for the future tax return consequences

10
of temporary

differences.

"1.)

2.)

A current

statement

109 has four basic principles:

tax liability

is recognized

based

on

the estimated taxes payable as reported in the
current-year tax return;
Deferred tax liabilities or assets are recognized
for the estimated future tax effects of temporary
differences and carryforwards using the applicable

3.)

tax rate;
The measurement

4.)

based on exacted tax laws and rates without
anticipation of future changes; and
Deferred tax assets are reduced, if necessary, to

of deferred

tax liabilities

is

the amount that is "more likely than not" to be
realized after considering all available evidence"
(Bartsch,

When companies

25).

are deciding when and how to adopt statement

109, there are certain factors to take into consideration.
the time needed to plan for the implementation
should be considered.

First,

of the statement

Next, the accounting of the statement needs

to be fully understood by management and the accountant of the
company.

Multinational companies have to determine how the

statement will affect their foreign operations with the different

laws existing in the different countries.

Also along with a

companies foreign companies is the estimation of the valuation
allowance associated with the adoption of statement 109 with
respect to relevant tax laws. The cost of complying with the
statement varies from company to company, and can be immaterial or
significant.

Future tax law changes and their effects should also

be taken into consideration.

Finally, some companies may want to

wait on adopting the statement until more guidance from the FASB
can be received because of the complexity of the statement.

11
Balance

sheet and income statement

disclosures

will change

with the adoption of statement 109, though the main changes will be
on the income statement
total

deferred

allowance

and

differences.

tax

The balance sheet is required to disclose

liabilities

the

net

change,

and

assets,

and

the

total

types

of

valuation
temporary

The income statement concentrates on the income-tax

expense or benefit allocated to continuing operations.

The

components of this information are current tax expense or benefit,

deferred

tax

government

expense

or

benefit,

investment

tax

credits,

grants, benefits of operating loss carryforwards,

tax

benefits from noncurrent intangible assets, and adjustments to the
deferred tax liabilities and assets as a result of tax changes and
to the valuation allowance account.

statement 109's issuance and adoption coincides with the
issuance

and

experience

adoption

a positive

of statement

106.

Most

companies

will

effect on net income from the adoption of

statement 109, and experience a negative effect on net income from
adoption

of statement

106.

If both of the

statements

can be

estimated at the same time, companies may choose to adopt them
together

to decrease

statement

the negative

impact of adopting

109 can be applied prospectively

statement

or retroactively.

106.

If

applied retroactively, the decisions regarding deferred assets and
liabilities are to be made with only the information available at
that time.

If applied prospectively,

it is to be reported as a

cumulative effect type of change in accounting principle.
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t of Financial

Accountin

for Postretirement
In December
(FASB)

issued

standards

Benefits other than Pensions

1990, the Financial
statement

No. 106: Em 10 ers'

106:

Accounting

"Employers'

standards

Board

Accounting

For

Postretirement Benefits Other than Pensions," which superseded FASB

No.

81:

"Disclosure of

Insurance Benefits."

Postretirement Health

Care and Life

statement 106 is to be adopted by companies

with fiscal years beginning on or after December 15, 1992.

The

current accounting method for postretirement benefits by most
companies is a pay-as-you-go plan.

statement 106 requires that the

employer accrue the postretirement obligation by the date that the
employee

attains

full eligibility

expected

to be received.

(retirement)

The objectives

for the benefits

of statement

106 are

multiple:

"1.
To enhance the relevance and representational
faithfulness of the employer's reported results of
operations by recognizing net periodic postretirement
benefit cost as employees render the services necessary
to earn their postretirement benefits
2.
To enhance the relevance and representational
faithfulness of the employer's statement of financial
position by including a measure of the obligation to
provide postretirement
benefits based on a mutual
understanding between the employer and its employees of
the terms of the underlying plan
3. To enhance the ability of users of the employer's
financial statements to understand the extent and
effects
of the employer's
undertaking
to provide
postretirement benefits to its employees by disclosing
relevant information about the obligation and cost of the
postretirement benefit plan and how those amounts are
measured
4. To improve the understandability and
comparability of amounts reported by requiring
employers with similar plans to use the same method to
measure their accumulated postretirement benefit
obligations and the related costs of the postretirement
benefits" (Financial Accounting Standards Board,

13
statement
106: Employers' Accounting
for Postretirement
Benefits Other than Pensions, Journal of Accountancv,
August 1991, 150).

There has been much controversy around the
statement

106, and its necessity.

There

the FASB felt the statement was needed.
postretirement
accounting

benefits

principles

are several

issuance of
reasons

First, accrual of the

is in conformity with generally

(GAAP);

that

in that, accrual

accounting

accepted
provides

more relevant and useful information than cash basis accounting.
Second, postretirement

benefits are part of an employee's

future

compensation for services rendered and should be treated like other

deferred compensation agreements by reflecting the explicit or
implicit

contract

between

an employer

and employee.

There are two steps in determining the cost of adopting
statement 106.

First, there must be an estimate about the future

events that will determine
payments;

the amount and timing of the defined

and second, there must be an assignment of benefits to

individual years of service.

Amounts to be included in conjunction

with this statement are: service cost, interest cost, actual return
on plan assets, amortization

gain

or

loss,

obligation.

and

of unrecognized

amortization of

prior service cost,

unrecognized

The net periodic postretirement

transition

benefit consists of

the two main components- service costs and the interest cost on the
accumulated portion of the obligation.

The service cost involves

the portion of the expected obligation, the actuarial present value

of the expected future benefits and includes the time value of
money, participation

rates, retirement age, factors affecting the
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amount

and timing

cost by age, health
rates)

of future

benefit

payments

care cost trend

rates,

(per capita

Medicare

claims,

reimbursement

.

Companies

have

the

choice

of

immediately or delaying the adoption.

adopting

statement

106

Immediate recognition of the

transition obligation, the amount related to plan initiation or any

benefit improvement adopted after December 21
treated as unrecognized

,

1990

,

sha11 be

prior service cost and excluded from the

transition amount. (Financial Accounting standards Board, statement
106: Employers' Accounting for Postretirement
Pensions,

Journal

of Accountancv,

August

Benefits Other than

1991,

164).

If the

adoption is delayed, amortization of the transition obligation is
on a straight line basis over the average remaining service period
of active participants.

Food Industrv Analysis Reqardinq FASB 106

Increased Popularity of Private Label Brands
During 1991, consumer spending on food increased 2.6%, while
disposable

income increased 3.8%.

In 1992, consumer spending for

food increased 2.3%, even less of an increase than in 1991
(Standard

and

poors',

related to disposable

F1?).

Money spent on food is inversely

income; as disposable income increases, the

portion spent on food decreases. Since less and less money is being
spent on food, food price cutting wars have risen to new heights.
Food prices

have increased

only 1.2%, the lowest annual

increase

in

15
the past
soft

25 years.

economy,

items.

Reasons

especially

behind

the low increase

for high-value,

with the recession of

1991

stems

high-priced

from the

luxury

food

having a slow recovery,

consumers were forced to shop for the best value and best price.
Some competitors in the food industry experienced a small increase
but more commonly companies experienced

a percentage decrease

in

price.
Companies

such

as Borden,

Kellogg,

Quaker,

and

Sara

Lee are

feeling the pressure of the success of private label brands.
Adopting any FASB Statement that decreases net income could force
the name brand companies

to increase their product price, which

would decrease market share.

Private label brands should continue

to expand into the twenty-first

century, forcing the larger name

brand companies to restructure and rethink their operating and
management style.

Companies within the food industry can no longer

see private label brands as a temporary solution to the recession.
One of the reasons

for the popularity

of private

label products

include shift in consumer attitudes, and increased willingness of
retailers to give private label brands more shelf space.
Consumers of the 1990s are more informed about products and
are not influenced to buy a product merely because of its wellknown brand name.

This poses a challenge to the brand companies;

how to decrease price without sacrificing quality.
the price difference

between

were as much as 50% greater.

private

In the past,

labels and brand name products

with the price cuts throughout the

industry, companies are rearranging their accounts and cutting

16
costs.

For example,

Starkist

than the private label brand.

Tuna was priced

only

a nickel

higher

Starkist was able to accomplish the

lower price by cutting the multimillion dollar "Charlie the Tuna"
television
It has

campaign

been

(standard and Poor's Industry Surveys, F23).

reported

that

17 of the

nation's

20 largest

food

or

food product advertisers reduced their ad budgets in 1991.

The other reason for the private label brand success is
increased retailer

interest.

Retailers can make a larger profit

off the sale of a private label product than from the sale of a
brand name product.
label products.

The profit can be as high as double on private

Private label companies have been improving their

marketing programs, merchandising programs, and customer services.

Food Production
Labor continues to be the largest component, at 35% of sales,

of the food production process.
employees
than 1990.

in the food production

Average weekly earnings for
industry were

.5% less in 1991

The decrease in wages is probably due to the price cuts

that most companies are engaging in at this time.

With the wages

decreasing, there is less for the consumers who work in that
industry to spend on food consumption.

These circumstances

make

the adoption of Statement 106 that much more serious.
Any changes where the company is not making the decision, and
that adversely
considered

affect the company's financial position should be

carefully.

with the adoption of Statement

106, most

companies will be experiencing a negative impact on financial

17
position

due to the postretirement

the point of adoption.

benefits

not being accrued

until

To keep prices low and to adopt statement

106, companies would have to decrease expenses even more than
previously thought. Food industry companies will need to evaluate
how to handle the loss of income if the adoption of the statement
is in the company's best interest at the time.

New Products in the Food Industry
New products
10,301

circulation

to 12,402.

only marginally

from

Many new products
health

foods-

In 1992,

20% in 1991 over 1990, from

the number
to 12,312

of new products
(standard

decreased

and Poor's,

F18).

in the past few years have been in the area of

around

most significant

12,402

increased

7,091

new products.

The start

of two of the

trends in 1991 were: 1) using the word "healthy"

and, 2) cross-category

umbrella brands.

Diet and health concerns

are promoting more consumers to eat more poultry and fish, and less
red meat.

Adopting statement 106, with its negative effects, is hitting

hard the companies in the meat segment of the food industry.
companies are looking for new niches, and ways to advertise their
products in the health trend economy.

The companies can not afford

any large swings in income at this time as the future for them
seems uncertain.

New Markets in the Food Industry
There are new markets

for the red meat industry in foreign

18
markets since u.s. beef is still well liked in these areas.
red

meat

exports

increased 3%.

increased

1.2% in 1991,

and poultry

u.s.

exports

This forces the companies that have operations

foreign countries to estimate future production,

in

and to estimate

future numbers of employees, which is connected to the adoption of
statement

106.

Since the larger number of employees affects the

magnitude of the liability accrued, companies must carefully
examine

the needs for postretirement

benefits

desired

by employees.

The markets will continue to improve profits through product
innovations,

and the closing of inefficient plants.

Some of the

best ways to expand into foreign markets are through subsidiaries
and joint ventures.

Companies can experiment with foreign markets

through joint ventures without increasing the number of employees,
and so not affect the decision to adopt Statement 106.

Weather Effects
Many companies
shortages.

in the food industry have experienced

supply

The cause of these shortages can be attributed to the

flooding in the Midwest and the drought in the Southeast.

The

private label brands will suffer the most because their profit
margin is smaller than that of branded labels, and the private
label manufactures can not absorb the increased prices of the
commodities

as efficiently.

There are some companies that have

decreased their susceptibility to risk through: 1) hedging programs

that have low prices locked

,

and 2) diversification.
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Reasons

The Biq Bath

for Timin9

of AdoDtion

of FASB

106

Theory

Of the companies in the food processing industry that are
being researched with regards to FASB 106, the reasons that they
chose to adopt or not adopt the statement are various.
shows

that

Borden

dollars

before

$189.0

million

Inc.

had

a reported

the recognition
from

net

loss

of the negative

the adoption

of FASB

of $210.6

cumulative

106.

Exhibit A
million
effect

of

that

is

A company

already reporting a loss for the year may determine that it would
rather report one larger net loss for one year, than report two
years of net loss.

This theory is commonly referred to the "big

bath" theory, and is categorized by performance below expectations
and more negative news is expected.
start over with a clean slate.

It can be seen as trying to

Borden may have also realized that

it could project that the loss from

1992

was comprised of a

cumulative effect that accounted for 43% of the net loss.

H1:

companies experiencing a

net

loss will

adopt

statement 106 early in conformity with the "big
bath" theory.

Leaders in an Industry
A company may have a policy that it adopts a new accounting

statement in the first fiscal year that the effects can be
estimated.

Other companies may sit back and watch competitors in

the industry handle the statement and the effects.

What it comes
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down to is, Is the company a leader or a follower?
industry there are definite

companies

In every

Some

that set the pace.

companies may not be followers, but wait to see how some companies
are accounting for particularly difficult statements.

the

industry may

Leaders in

not adopt a statement, but try to

incorporate some of the requirements of the statement.

slowly

This may

make the cumulative effect less significant when the statement is
adopted.

According to Table 1, RJR Nabisco has reported in their 1992

Annual

Report

statements,

that

they

have

adopted

FASB's

three

latest

and that the statements will not, or have not, had a

material effect on the company's financial position.

RJR Nabisco

currently uses the accounting methods that are required by FASB
106: Accounting
Income

Taxes,

for Postretirement
and

112:

Employers'

Benefits,
Accounting

109: Accounting
for Post

for

EmploYment

It is because RJR Nabisco is shown to be current (even

Benefits.

an industry leader with regards to its accounting procedures) with
FASB's new statements that allows the company to have no material

impact

on

financial statements from

the

adoption

of

these

statements.

H2:

Companies within the industry that are leaders

will adopt Statement 106 before the required date.

Het Income Levels

By looking at Exhibits A-E, one can see that net income
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figures for the past five years have been very volatile.

Weather

or not that is a reflection of other financial accounting standard

board standards being issued or poor operations.

It does not

appear that companies within the food industry adopted
106 as a smoothing technique.

statement

The companies experiencing

growth are Kellogg, Quaker, and CPC International.

steady

Each company

adopting the statement early, except for RJR Nabisco, experienced

a large decrease in income.

The decrease did not align the net

income curves to be a steady slope.
The principle behind smoothing is managing earnings to project
to the users of the financial statements that earnings are stable.
If one of the companies was experiencing unusually high earnings in
the year of adoption, the adoption would lower earnings, and avoid
building unrealistically

high expectations for future earnings in

the minds of the financial statement users.
in the year of unexpectedly

By decreasing earnings

high earnings, the company can also

create a reserve for future use.

H3:

Companies experiencing unusually high earning will
adopt

Debt

to Equity

statement

106.

Ratio

Another component that companies consider is the company's
debt to equity ratio. The debt to equity ratio is calculated by

taking total liabilities and dividing it by the stockholders'
equity.

Liabilities included in the ratio's computation range from
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accounts

taxes,

payable,

long

term

current

portion

debt,

deferred

of long term

income

debt

taxes,

due,

income

postretirement

benefits, dividends payable, accrued liabilities, and minority
interest.

As the ratio increases, the creditors

will have a greater

of the company

stake in the company than the stockholders.

Companies that have a high debt to equity ratio will find that
through

adoption

of

FASB

106, the

ratio

will

become

less

attractive.

The Kellogg Company had a .6% debt to equity ratio in 1991,
which was below the industry average of 29.5%, and adopted FASB 106

By adopting statement 106, the debt to equity ratio

in 1992.

increased from .6% in 1991 to 12.9% in 1992.
increasing

Kellogg's

This is the same as

debt to equity ratio 21.5 times

(12.9/.6).

Quaker Oats had a total debt ratio of 36.5% in 1992 before adoption
of statement
debt

ratio

times.

106.
increased

After adoption of the statement, Quaker Oats
to

59%

.

This is only an increase of 1.6

The cost to adopt the statement

by Kellogg

million, net of a $144.6 million after tax.

was

$251. 6

The cost for Quaker

Oats to adopt the statement was $205.5 million or $125.4 million
after tax.

Even though the dollar amounts to adopt statement 106

are comparable
is different.

for the two companies, the magnitude of the impact

By looking at Table 2, the effects of adopting

statement 106 on the debt to equity ratio are shown for sample
companies in the food industry.
H4:

Companies with low debt to equity ratios will
adopt statement 106.
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Companies will be required to record on their books the
liability

of the "other

postretirement

employee

benefits"

(OPEB).

As the liability increases, the asset level remains constant;
thereby, decreasing the net asset amount, and increasing the debt
to equity ratio.

The company will be showing a financial picture

that the company

is increasing

financed almost entirely through

debt. If the company now needs to obtain a loan or refinance short
term debt to long term debt, its chances of receiving the funds are
decreased.

Adoption of statement 106 may also affect the success of
obtaining equity capital. Potential shareholders will not want to
invest in a company that appears to be substantially increasing its
debt.

Most people would want the money to go to other areas such

as making the company technologically

superior, and advancing the

companies'

profits

to

receive

dividends

advertising,

research

and development,

strategic

plans).

in

order

(i.e. ;

Potential

investors may feel that their money is just being used to "get the
company out of the red," and will not project any benefit to the
shareholder.

A company that is heavily financed through debt would

indicate a financially unhealthy or unstable company.
may be concerned

Investors

that their funds are only delaying the company

from filing bankruptcy.

size of the Company Determined By the Number of Employees
The size of the company, or more importantly, the number of
employees

in the company

is a large factor

in determining

the
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effects
more

of statement

people

medical,

covered

dental,

106 on a company's
by the

life

other

financial

postretirement

insurance , disability,

situation.
benefits,
legal

The
(i.e.:

plans,

and

tuition assistance) the greater amount of cost that will be
incurred as a result of this statement's adoption.

H5:

Smaller companies will adopt statement 106 early
compared to larger companies.

In researching the food industry, the numbers of employees per
firm range
smallest

from 54,00

company,

to

138,000.

employee

Neither

number wise,

the

adopted

largest

nor

statement

the

106.

There does not seem to be any real pattern among the companies that
were surveyed.
early,

with

six of the ten companies have adopted Statement 106

their

employee

numbers

composition of other Postretirement
Companies

with extensive

ranging

from 8,341

to 63,000.

Benefits

or large other postretirement

benef it

plans will be less likely to adopt SFAS 106 prior to the required
date.

A company should also look at the different type and number

of other postretirement

benefits.

Some companies may not want, or

have no need, to offer such options as tuition assistance in their

other postretirement benefits. The company's program should be
detailed to the needs and desires of the employees and management.

The area of adoption may be so complex because of the
magnitude

of the accounting change, that the company may look to
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the
help

Financial
when

Accounting

dealing

with

standards
the matter

Board

(FASB)

of statement

for guidance
106.

and

The company

may also wait to see how other companies within their industry and

operation levels handle the new statement.
companies

If there

are some

in the industry that adopt early, then the others can

learn how the new statement's requirements will affect their
financial
benefits

Companies may want to reconsider the

statements.
they currently

offer, and the manner

in which they are

offered.

Some companies may have a cafeteria style approach to other
postretirement

benefit programs, while others may have a schedule

of benefits program.

with the new expenses to be incurred, if the

cost becomes too great for a company, that company may have no
other choice but to switch to a cafeteria style or offer less on a

schedule of benefits program, in order to reduce expense.

If

benefits are so drastically reduced as to induce employees to leave
the company

in search

of a company

offering

more complete

benefits,

it could affect the overall performance, profits, and future of the
company.

benefit

The company may desire more time to restructure the
program

quantitatively.

as to limit the amount

of damage,

qualitatively

and

The less complicated or smaller the programs, or

the less liability

recognition

that is involved, may entice the

company to adopt the statement prior to the required date.
within the food industry, this is a difficult area because the

companies that did not adopt the Statement do not disclose the
necessary data.
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Industry position
An industry that is in the development stage or entering the
growth stage still has many growth opportunities.

If the company

is expected to expand by way of new plants or increased numbers of
employees,

it would

be more beneficial for the

incorporate FASB 106 as soon as possible.

company to

As more employees are

added and the company becomes more complex and diverse,
cumulative

liability to be incurred will also increase.

the

For the

company to be able to show an accurate financial picture, and to
contain the cumulative liability amount to be incurred, the company
should adopt the statement prior to the required date.
with an industry in the growth stage, the company is currently
experiencing,

and can reasonably estimate for the future, that the

flow of profits will continue.

This enables the company to absorb

a portion of the expense that will be incurred in the adoption of
the statement.

This can also "free-up" future income that will be

needed, once the new products are established, for improvements, or
dividends distribution

to stockholders.

Companies that are in the maturity or declining stage of an

industry may

choose to adopt the statement later since the

predictability of funds is not as certain. A company in the mature
stage may also be trying to survive in the industry, and may want
to keep expenses as low as possible for as long as possible.
the

If

expenses are lower, then the profits are higher, and dividends

can still be distributed, attracting new investors to the company.
The company may be able to continue longer than their competitors
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with the higher reported net income.
The nature of the business can also be a factor in determining
the amount of postretirement

benefits to be incurred. There are

some industries that are more dangerous or life-threatening

(i.e.;

mining and steel extraction) which can increase the costs of
postretirement benefits. There are also

industries that are

regulated by the government or have stricter requirements to meet

for special interest groups. Government regulation may require
certain items that must be included, or predetermined
postretirement

benefits.

Some industries

amounts for

are characterized

for

their known high employee turnover rate which can affect the amount
of liability recorded.

H6:

Companies in an industry within a development or
growth stage will adopt Statement 106 early.

Company position

Company growth has many of the same effects as industry
growth.

The profit or financial position of the company at the

current time can determine if the company can afford to adopt FASB
106 at the present time.

If the company predicts a much higher

profit, due to company growth and expansion of new and improved
products,

in the next year or two, it may be easier to adopt the

statement closer to the required date.

When a company is

exhibiting a healthy or unexpectedly high net income, if the cost
to adopt the Statement and the details of the requirement can be
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accounted for, a company may decide to adopt statement 106 in that
year.
Certain companies may be in a mature or declining stage, and
have two choices.

One option is to adopt the statement as soon as

possible because there might not be profits in the future to absorb
the cost of adopting the statement.

The other option is to delay

adoption

By delaying

until the required

statement

date.

the adoption

of

106, a company can use the reserve funds that are not

used in the adoption to develop new products or markets in a
company that is nearing the end of its existence.
In the food industry, companies such as Quaker Oats, Borden,
CPC

International,

adopted

statement

International

Mul tifoods,

106

fiscal

in

the

and

year

of

Kelloggs

1992.

have

CPC

International, Kelloggs, an Quaker Oats have enjoyed an increasing
profit margin reflected by net income which is a characteristic of

a company in the growth or developing stage.

International

Multifoods and Borden have experienced erratic fluctuations in net
income.

It has previously

been

explained

that Borden

adopted

statement 106 in an attempt to start fiscal 1993 with a clean
slate.

International Multifoods may be trying to accomplish the

same objective, even though the company is not in as much financial
desperation

as Borden.

could have done
discussed,
expenses

The companies

that did adopt

so for many of the reasons

such as higher incomes predicted

in the future,

statement

already

106

previously

in the future, lower

lower number of employees,

and so on.

Another factor may be the cost of adopting the statement as a
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percentage

chaange

in revenue,

and a percentage

change

in income.

By looking a Table 3, it can be seen that the different companies
which

had

different

costs

to

adopt,

experienced

percentage change in revenues and incomes.

a

different

Of the companies that

did not adopt statement 106:

H7:

Companies that are in the growth stage that
currently experience or expect higher profits in
the

future

required

will

adopt

statement

106 before

the

date.

Frequency of statements by the Financial Accounting standards Board

There

are many

Accounting
Institute

Standards
(FEI) have

new

statements issued by

Board each year.
criticized

the

The Financial

the FASB

for not

Financial
Executives

considering

the

burden placed upon the preparers and users when new standards are
issued

(Mead, 52).

The criticisms

are: 1) standards

are issued too

frequently, 2) many new standards do not meet the cost/benefit
tests, and
difficult

FASB

3) that standards are "too theoretical, and are

to

conduct

implementing

implement"

field
the

(Mead,

tests,

idea.

52).

but

The

the

FEI

FASB

suggested

has

been

that

the

slow

in

Companies may decide to only adopt a

certain number of statement each year.

Companies may only adopt

statements only every other year, as long as the adoption time for

the

Statements has

not expired to prevent having to

accounting statements each year.

If the

issuance of

adopt
FABS
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statements

is not as frequent,

the statements

accumulate

companies

before

may decide

to let some of

adoption.

Companies may have a materiality threshold for the cumulative
effect of accounting change stating that if adopting a statement is
above

the

materiality

dollar

adoption until a future date.

amount,

the

company

will

delay

If the cost to adopt is large, a

company may wait until there is an unusually high increase in
income to absorb some of the deduction that will be caused by
adopting

statement

106.

If the cost to adopt is small or

immaterial, the company may adopt FASB 106 as soon as the dollar
amount can be estimated.

the Accountin

Quaker Oats Company
In Quaker's 1993 annual report when the report is opened, the

financial review in the table of contents reports earnings per
share increased 31% based on income excluding cumulative and
current-year

effect of adopting new accounting standards.

Quaker

wastes no time in explaining that income would have been greater
had it not been for the accounting change imposed by FASB 106.

In

the financial review, Quaker has not yet mentioned the magnitude of
the effect, nor even hinted as to what income or earnings per share
truly are for fiscal 1993.

Quaker gives income before cumulative

effect of accounting changes, then separately the cumulative effect
of accounting changes net-of-tax, followed by net income.

All of
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these computations
share figures.

section

and figures were repeated

for the per common

The report is broken into two sections, the first

describes

Quaker's

product

lines

and

management

The second section contains financial data, the

philosophies.

independent auditors' report, report of management, and the report
on corporate social responsibility.

In the references to earning or earnings per share, all
figures are discussed in figures excluding the cumulative effect of
accounting change, showing Quaker in the best possible light.
the Eleven-year

In

Financial Data, Quaker is careful to distinguish

and separate the numbers for figures that do not fall within the
normal

course

of operations.

from discontinued

These categories

operations,

include

income (loss)

income (loss) from the disposal

of

discontinued operations, as well as the cumulative effect of
accounting

Quaker wants to make it clear as to what

changes.

income would be if the other factors had not negatively affected

their

income.

postretirement
Significant

In

the

benefits

Accounting

postretirement

benefits.

notes
are

to

the

discussed

Policies",

and

financial statements,
in
in

the

"Summary

the

note

of

about

The note explains that when FASB 106 was

adopted and how the new accounting method is dramatically different
than

the

benefits.
after-tax

company's

current

policy

regarding

postretirement

It is illustrated in terms of a pre-tax charge and as an
figure.

The numbers are divided into service cost and

interest cost, and the number of current retirees and current
employees which are fully eligible and those which are not fully
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eligible.

Quaker also discusses future health care trends and how

much costs for the postretirement benefits will increase if health
care increases by a certain percentage.
The effect is again addressed in the "Management's Discussion
and Analysis" before the financial data figures.

The incremental

effects and the cumulative effects were disclosed.
margin percentages

Gross profit

increased 6% in 1993, but Quaker stated that if

the charge from adoption of FASB 106 were not included, by way of
increased

charges

the percentage

to selling,

general

and administrative

increase would have been greater.

expenses,

When comparing

fiscal 1993 to fiscal 1992, the operating income for the different
product

and

cumulative

geographical

effects

consideration.

of

segments

are

accounting

discussed

changes

in terms

are

before

taken

Quaker is again stressing the importance

into
of the

cumulative effect, and how they want users of their financial
statement to realize that the loss taken from the adoption of FASB
106 is not to be considered when determining how Quaker operates
under normal conditions.
In Quaker's

1992 annual

in the 1993 annual

report.

report,

the same format

On the inside

front

is followed

cover

as

in the table

of contents, the headings used are given with the exclusion of the
cumulative effect.

dealing

with

all

This shows that Quaker has the same policy for

accounting

principle

changes.

In

the

"Management's Discussion and Analysis", pending accounting changes
are discussed.

Quaker had not adopted FASB 106 in 1992, but

estimates the cost of adopting the statement and when the company
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is required to adopt the statement.

The report goes on to say that

the cash paYments will not be affected, only the manner in which
Quaker must account for them.
In the financial

statement

data, the figures

into the different income sections.

The notes to these statements

go into greater detail about the requirements
will impose upon Quaker.

are again divided

that statement 106

Quaker hints at which accounting method

it will adopt under FASB 106, and estimates the cost of adoption.

The variables which are included in statement 106 are: future
medical

inflation

rates,

health

care trends,

benefit

plan changes,

and the discount factor used in determining the initial liability.
By Quaker addressing the issue of FASB 106 in detail in the 1992
annual report this shows that Quaker is concerned with making sure

users of the financial statements fully understand that income
would have been higher had it not been for the cumulative effect of
accounting change from adoption of FASB 106.

Borden,

Inc.

Unlike the Quaker Oats Company, Borden's first glimpse into
the financial highlights of their 1992 Annual Report states the net
loss incurred by the corporation including the cumulative effect of
accounting change from adopting statement 106. One reason could be
that since the company already had a net loss, why disclose the
negative

number before cumulative

effect then add to the figure

with the negative cumulative effect.

It would seem better to only

disclose the one larger number, later explaining the net loss
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contents in the annual report.
reads the explanation

When a potential shareholder now

for the net loss they can see that almost

half of that figure comes from the cumulative effect of accounting

change.
Borden's division operating income has been very erratic over

the past five years due to restructuring, reorganization, and
reconfiguring charges.

fairly

constant with

increasing

slightly.

Sales and dividends per share have remained

sales

level, and

dividends per

share

Borden seems to be more concerned with

explaining the restructuring

cost than informing the users of the

financial statement of the $189.0 million dollar after tax hit from
the cumulative effect of accounting change.
In the "Letter to Shareholders and Employees," Chief Executive
Officer A.S D'Amato voices his concern for the company's operating
results as being "totally unacceptable."

The primary concern of

the company in this annual report stems from convincing investors
that the company will be changing its marketing and changing its

focus from market share to profitability.
cumulative

charge

of accounting

changes

In the

letter, the

(not the amount),

and the

fact that the charge is required by all companies, is mentioned.

In the middle of the annual report is the "1992 Financial
Review."

Again, the after-tax restructuring costs of $450.0

million are discussed first since the financial impact of this
event is greater than the cumulative effect of accounting change

from the adoption of Statement 106.
presented

Then the discussion is

on the effects of the accounting changes from adopting
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statement

109: Accounting

106, in fiscal 1992.

for Income

Taxes,

as well

as statement

The effect of adopting both of the statements

was to decrease net income by $8.1 million for the year.

The

statements were applied retroactively to January 1, 1992.

The

cumulative effect of adopting both statements was a $229.0 million
reduction of net income.

The letter then goes on to describe the

financial operations of each of Borden's divisions.
"Business

Segments"

effect of accounting

disclosures

do separate

the cumulative

changes from the normal operating

results.

Actually, this division of Foods and Non-foods Consumer and
Industrial stops its calculations after (Loss) earnings before
income taxes and cumulative effect of accounting changes reporting

the number of

($292.0 million).

No mention is made of the

cumulative effect, but the restructuring

and reorganization

costs

are explained, again stressing the importance of the number and its
one time occurrence.

In the "Consolidated

Statement of Income,"

the figures are separated into:
Income (Loss) before cumulative effect
of Accounting Change
Cumulative Effect of Change In Accounting
For Postretirement Benefits Other Than
Pensions
Cumulative Effect of Change in Accounting
For Income Taxes
Net (Loss) Income

($210.6)

( 189.0)

( 40.0)
($439.6)

The earnings per share data is segmented in the same way.

In the

"Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows," the postretirement benefit
obligation amount is shown as positive cash flow.
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In the "Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements-Summary
Significant

Accounting

POlicies,"

other postretirement

of

benefits

plans state Borden's previous accounting method and the new accrued
liability

method

required

by Statement

106.

The section also

explains that Borden has chosen to recognize the obligation
immediately instead of amortizing over future periods.
8-0ther

Postretirement

Benefits,

describes

in detail

Later Note
the decrease

in net income of $189.0 million after deferred tax benefit of
$100.0 million.

The current year effect of the accounting change

was to reduce net income by $11.2 million.
postretirement

benefits

program,

medical

beginning

contributory

benefit

with

The limits of the

regards

to Medicare

and

times and life insurance

are

disclosed.

Borden's

1992 Annual

Report

then divides

the service

the interest cost followed by the unfunded postretirement
obligation at year end.

cost from

benefit

The health care cost trend which is used

as the measurement of the accumulated postretirement benefit
obligation

at year end was 15% for fiscal 1993.

predicting

the percentage

to decrease

The company is

to 6.5% by the year

2008.

A

one percent increase in health care cost trend would increase the
accumulated
1992

postretirement

by $35.5

benefit obligation as of December 31,

million, and cause service and interest costs to

increase by $4.5 million.

To compare the figures computed under

the new method to Borden's figures using the previous accounting
method, the health and life insurance benefit expense for 1991 and
1990 were

$14.4

million

and $12.2 million

respectively.
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Conclusion

The objectives that were tried to be accomplished by this
paper were to try and explain why some companies choose to adopt
statements

FASB

exploration

early.

The research extended primarily to the

of the reasons

companies

adopted

statement

106 early.

Another aspect was to analyze to magnitude of the effects of
adopting FASB Statements, and company's disclosures.
which

company's

handled

the disclosure

of changes

The manner in
in accounting

procedures were also examined.
The reason that The Quaker Oats Company and Borden, Inc. were
chosen to have their disclose techniques examined were because they
were so different.

Borden having suffered a loss in fiscal 1992

may have been the cause of the different disclosure procedure.

The

main source of the loss was not the cumulative effect of accounting
change

from

the

adoption

of statement

the loss due to restructuring

106.

with

the majority

of

costs, the loss from the cumulative

effect was not as highlighted in the annual report as in the Quaker
Oats annual report.
Quaker Oats experienced

a net income and was more concerned

with explaining the cause for the lesser income due to the adoption
of statement

106 than

Borden.

Quaker Oats put great care in

showing potential investors what the net income and earnings per
share would have been had it not been for the loss from the
cumulative effect of accounting change from the adoption of
statement 106.

In examining both companies annual report, it was
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shown how two companies even within the same industry can choose to
disclose information to its shareholders and potential investors.
The literature review revealed that companies adopt statements
prior to the requirement date for different reasons.

Some of the

reasons were to increase income, as with FASB Statements 8 and 52.

Factors included in the decision of early adoption for these
statements
exchange

were management

rates affecting

increases,

bonus

Regarding
different

compensation

the us dollar's

plans,
value,

plans, and debt to equity

FASB

motivations

Statement
for

87,

early

size of company,

earnings

percentage

ratios.

dealing

adoption.

with

pensions,

Adoption

of

had
this

statement did not result in increased net income for the majority
of companies because their pension plans were unfunded.

Companies

may have chosen to delay adoption so that they could increase their

pension funding over a period of time resulting in a smaller
liability

realization

when the Statement

is adopted.

Political

costs are also a factor in relation to size regarding adoption of
statement 87.
statement
its complex

109 has not been adopted by many companies due to

nature.

Most companies

effect on net income through

will experience

adoption

a positive

of this statement.

Some

companies have adopted this Statement early to offset the negative
effects from the adoption of Statement 106.

Some companies did not

adopt the Statement due to the effects of adoption on their foreign
subsidiaries.

This shows that companies take into consideration

all aspects of each location before deciding on an early adoption
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of a statement.

The scope limitation of this paper were varied.

Time always

being a factor, was the reason for the concentrated focus on
statement

106 and the food industry.

the October

1993 Volume

of Standards

Companies
and Poor's

were

selected

Industry

from

Surveys.

From that list, the companies which had annual reports readily
available were included in the paper.

Other limitations were the

availability of documents regarding the topic, and knowledge in the
area of adoption

of FASB Statements.

Some of the articles were

also too difficult to comprehend or were too encompassing in
detail.

Financial

Table 1:
Adoption of
Accounting Standards Board Statements
For the Past Five Years

109

Statement No.
106

96

87

**

1993

1993

n/a

n/a

1992

1992

1992

##

1989

Campbell Soup

**

**

**

1988

n/a

Dean Foods

**

**

**

##

**

International Multifoods

**

**

1992

##

1990

Kellogg Company

**

1992

1992

1989

n/a

Quaker Oats

**

1993

1993

n/a

n/a

RJR Nabisco

1992

1992

1992

n/a

n/a

Sara Lee

**

**

1993

##

n/a

Universal Foods

**

**

**

##

1990

Com an

112

Borden, Inc.
CPC International

** Corporation has not yet determined the effect required to adopt this statement
## The adoption of this statement has been superseded by FASB 109

Table 2:
Debt to Equity Ratio
For the Years 1992 and 1991
Debt to Equity Ratios

1992

1991

1. Borden, Inc

45.4%

33.5%

2. CPC International

34.5%

35.2%

3. Campbell Soup

22.9%

27.1%

4. Dean Foods

26.5%

26.5%

5. International Multifoods

32.6%

23.8%

6. Kellogg

12.9%

.6%

7. Quaker Oats

36.5%

35.5%

nla

nla

23.5%

27.0%

33.9%

32.9%

8. RJR Nabisco
9. Sara Lee
10. Universal Foods

1992 Industry Average (in millions): 966.8/32

=30.2%

1991 Industry Average (in millions): 1035.2/35

=29.5%

(Source: Standards and Poors' Industry Surveys: October 1993)

Table 3:
Effects of Adoptioe FASB 106
% of Revenue
(1)

Chan2e in Income
(2)

1. Borden, Inc.a

2.6%

90%

2. CPC International

2.5%

39%

3. Campbell Soup

n/a

n/a

4. Dean Foods

n/a

n/a

5. International Multifoods

0.8%

44%

6. Kellogg Company

4.0%

37%

7. Quaker Oats

2.2%

44%

9. Sara Lee

n/a

n/a

10. Universal Foods

n/a

n/a

8. RJR Nabiscob

(1)

cost to adopt / total revenue

(2)

cost to adopt / income before cumulative effect

a

Borden, Inc. had a pre-cumulative effect loss of$210.6 million. The cumulative cost to
adopt FASB 106 was $189 million, which increased the loss.

b

RJR Nabisco adopted FASB 106 with no material effect on financial position so data was
not disclosed necessary for computations.

Exhibit A:
Borden, Inc.
Net Income
For the Years Ended 1988 to 1992
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Exhibit B:
CPC, International
Net Income
For the Years Ended 1988 to 1992
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Exhibit C:
International Multifoods
Net Income
For the Years Ended 1988 to 1992
40
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Exhibit D:
Kellogg Company
Net Income
For the Years Ended 1988 to 1992
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